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I Social Work or
Persecution?

Norwich Child Smuggling – Overturned by High Court

A few years ago a chilling custody battle received a lot of media attention when 

Norwich Social Workers took baby Luna from her British parents who habitually

resided in France:

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/9291613/Social-workers-told-to-return-snatched-baby-to-France.html 26 May 2012

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/9307113/A-baby-is-still-held-in-Norfolk-despite-judges-orders.html 02 Jun 2012

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/9320905/The-baby-abducted-from-France-is-still-being-kept-from-its-parents.html 09 Jun 2012

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/9383388/A-baby-comes-home-but-a-mother-remains-in-jail.html 07 Jul 2012

A High Court ruled that Norwich County Council must return the baby. Joe Ollis and Marie Black (formerly known as Marie Adams) were 

interviewed about the ordeal by Sue Reid:

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2182245/Social-workers-followed-France-snatch-baby.html 1 August 2012

Marie’s five children had been ‘taken into care’ due to concerns about domestic violence in previous relationships (e.g. her ex-husband 

spent a year in jail due to admitting assault). It turns out that Marie had been coerced into a ‘Voluntary Section 20’ arrangement of 

‘temporary foster care’ while sorting out accommodation. However when a 4 bedroom house was ready the authorities repeatedly 

refused to return the children appealing immediately against Court Orders to return them. Joe and Marie were teenage sweethearts for 

4 years leading to the birth of their first child. A Social Worker informed Joe and Marie’s oldest child that paternity was confirmed but 

shortly afterwards claimed that the father was ‘unknown’. Without any medical proof authorities claimed that Joe was a violent person 

who once broke Marie’s arm yet refused to release Marie’s NHS medical records.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315723173_FROM_HAMPSTEAD_TO_NORWICH_RITUAL_VIOLENCE_OR_COACHING

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/9291613/Social-workers-told-to-return-snatched-baby-to-France.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/9307113/A-baby-is-still-held-in-Norfolk-despite-judges-orders.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/9320905/The-baby-abducted-from-France-is-still-being-kept-from-its-parents.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/comment/9383388/A-baby-comes-home-but-a-mother-remains-in-jail.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2182245/Social-workers-followed-France-snatch-baby.html
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315723173_FROM_HAMPSTEAD_TO_NORWICH_RITUAL_VIOLENCE_OR_COACHING
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I Social Work?
https://forced-adoption.com/

IGNORE SOCIAL WORKERS!! Don’t talk to them ,never go to their meetings (You will be outnumbered by at least five or six to one and bullied accordingly),never obey them, never never 

believe what they say, never sign any documents they give you, never allow them in your house (but if they then call the police let the police in but not the social workers), never let them assess 

you, or send you to the psychobabble charlatans. 

The “SS” have absolutely NO authority so you are not obliged to listen to them or obey them! You should obey orders from a judge in court and obey the police but never obey social workers! If 

the judge asks you to have a “parenting assessment” you will have to submit but make it very clear to the court and the “SS” beforehand that you will be recording everything to make sure there 

is no later misunderstanding as to who said what and to whom! Be sure to record yourself telling the social workers this so that it can if necessary be used in court later!  The “SS” are your 

enemies (NOT your friends!). Anything they ask you to do or any courses they ask you to take (usually set up to fail you ) are for their benefit not yours and are simply to make it easier for them 

to win in court and keep your children in care or send them for adoption! Only go on a course if told to do so by a judge or magistrate. Everything you say to them is likely to be distorted and 

used against you in court unless you record everything. Otherwise, if no judge has given you orders or “suggestions” tell the social workers very politely “I am sorry but I have been advised not to 

talk to you because you take children away for risks that may never happen” Say nothing more !

Police earn their living arresting people ,traffic wardens do it by issuing parking tickets and social workers by taking children from parents. All three have to justify their salaries by “results”. Yes, 

social workers earn their living by ”taking children” and will be in trouble if they do not meet their targets!”. Ignore their threats and refuse their instructions ESPECIALLY IF THEY TELL YOU TO 

SPLIT UP FROM YOUR PARTNER as that way they can attack a single parent much more easily than a united couple. ! The more you “cooperate” with them the more likely you are to lose your 

children later !Politely refuse or even apologise but never obey them! Remember you have a choice “ignore them ” or “cooperate” and believe me neither choice guarantees success but time has 

shown that you have a much much better chance of keeping your children by ignoring the ss than by doing what they tell you !If you obey them even though they want to take your children 

(which makes them your ENEMIES)  you will probably give them the evidence they need in court to take away your children.Ignore them and they often leave you alone to seek easier targets ! 

Always write recorded delivery to your doctor telling him not to reveal the medical records of yourself or your children to social services or to anyone else. Always tell your children NOT to speak 

to strangers ,especially social workers at school or anywhere else. Just tell them to say “mummy or daddy told me not to”!

Never ask them for help. Probably more parents have  lost their children asking the “SS” for help than for any other reason. Cetainly most of the parents who phone me lost their children that 

way. All too often, such parents lose their children to Foster Care, or worse still to Forced Adoption, or worst of all to Abuse, Neglect ,and DEATH as in the case of Jonas and I do hope you listen  

to the following video made by Maggie Tuttle  (website children screaming to be heard): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpTaVEs8S9A

Mothers beware especially of reporting the father of your children for sexual abuse of or physical violence to your children. Time and again children have complained to the school and then to the 

police of horrible abuse, supported by the mother only to have the social workers blame the mother and the children given to the father accused of abusing them, despite their protests.Vicky

Haigh is one such case in point who I can name as she was named in parliament.As a result she lost her child and when meeting her by chance at a service station she was sentenced to 3 

years in prison (reduced on appeal) for meeting her by chance at a service station, contrary to an injunction by the court forbidding her any contact ! BEWARE I say BEWARE as there have 

been many many similar cases of mother losing their children in the same way but who cannot be named like Vicky due to the secrecy rules of our family courts.

A favourite excuse for taking babies at birth and young children generally is “risk of emotional abuse” ! This the “SS” justify by producing reports that father and mother have had many noisy 

arguments and shouting matches that would amount to a risk of inflicting emotional abuse on any children present or not yet born! Show me a couple of parents who claim they never shout or 

argue and I will show you two liars! Children quarrel with each other and understand when their parents quarrel.Taking children for mere risk of emotional abuse in such circumstances is 

monstrous and if that rule was applied in Italy for example every parent in the country would lose their children as they all shout and scream on occasions ;Nevertheless family bonds are on the 

whole much stronger in Italy than uk as Italians rarely leave the elderly on their own or in dodgy care homes !

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpTaVEs8S9A
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I Social Work or
Asset Stripping?

Southern Style

In a chilling case a happy family with many children lost all their children due to Family Court processes. The father had some health 

problems so that the family asked Social Services for help. A ‘helper’ observed a 10 year old boy fooling around with a sister ‘playacting’ 

(some kind of ‘strangling’ theme) and reported this to the council that ‘recommended’ removal of this child. The boy had a very difficult 

birth and life threatening illness at age 2 – severe traumas in early childhood increase the likelihood of dissociative symptoms/disorders 

and make the individual more open to manipulation.

Some months into ‘foster care’ this boy started to make allegations about inappropriate sexual relationships within the family. Gradually 

all children were taken into care. It eventually transpired that the boy had been moved more than 5 times from foster family to foster 

family as he threatened to ‘make up’ sexual abuse allegations if foster carers did not do what he wanted them to do. How did he learn 

the trick? Perhaps from the very odd Social Services Team Leader who had already been moved from the neighbouring city after parent 

complaints? The boy became grossly over-weight and got into trouble at the latest care home breaking a window. At one contact session 

this boy stated to his father: ‘I am sorry about the nasty things that I said. They were not true.’ He repeated that to his Social Worker. 

Result: All contact stopped.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315722744_FALSE_MEMORIES_FALSE_INNOCENCE_BELIEF_SYNDROME_FIBS_AND_MIND_CONTROL

Eastern Style

‘One child experienced early trauma (shattered glass door at 3 months & facial injury at 2 years) and ‘Urinary Tract Infection’ from the 

age of 3 necessitating many medical examination. From the age of 4 the child was known ‘to make things up’. While in ‘temporary foster 

care’ the child claimed that Marie wanted to take back only this child and one other. The foster carers were fully aware that this was a 

lie. After 9 months Social Workers ‘out-of-the-blue’ produced pages of allegations of sexual abuse involving relatives, friends and 

members of institutions. ‘

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315723173_FROM_HAMPSTEAD_TO_NORWICH_RITUAL_VIOLENCE_OR_COACHING

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315722744_FALSE_MEMORIES_FALSE_INNOCENCE_BELIEF_SYNDROME_FIBS_AND_MIND_CONTROL
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315723173_FROM_HAMPSTEAD_TO_NORWICH_RITUAL_VIOLENCE_OR_COACHING
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I Social Work 
Ideas?

Positive Developments:

OFSTED Shaming (‘Inadequate’)

Reforms in Leeds Social Services

Sir James Munby calls for greater transparency

Sir McFarlane questioning ‘Closed Adoption’

Lynne Wrennel research on Trojan Horse in Child Protection

Whistleblowers
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II Psychology & 
Standards

HCPC Complaint

Allegation 1: Failure to carry out a truly independent assessment in a 

setting that will decide about the final destiny of a young family – with a 

completely one-sided case made (up) that is 100% based on ‘denial’ of the 

crimes Ms _____ reported.  

Allegation 2: Failure to adequately cover ‘Sexual Abuse’ and 

‘Giving birth to a baby at 14’ Disclosures

I understand that when Ms _____ discussed her own abuse including the 

pregnancy with police one year before the actual attack happened she was 

advised to disclose the fact that she had a baby at 14 - that disappeared.

In my view that lack of coverage of these two issues entirely invalidates the 

session, and - given its pivotal role – the entire court proceedings. They 

prompt me to make this complaint as I am concerned that those involved 

in the case proceedings may have been ‘compromised’. This concern is 

fuelled by the disclosure involving a ‘downstairs neighbour’ (implying a 

paedophile ‘ring’) in the session I witnessed.

When asked about sexual abuse Ms <Mother> stated that she was abused 

from birth to the age of 20. The Clinical Psychologist did NOT probe or 

follow up this revelation. Ms <Mother> described in vivid detail memory 

traces of their family dog brushing against her at an early age, and relayed 

an episode of ‘being humped’ by the downstairs neighbour when aged 2 

years. The Clinical Psychologist did not ask any questions.

Submission did not meet the HCPC Standards of Acceptance!

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315723221_FITNESS_TO_PRACTICE_AND_FITNESS_TO_REGULATE

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315723221_FITNESS_TO_PRACTICE_AND_FITNESS_TO_REGULATE
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II Psychology & 
The Psychologist

Dear Fellow Occupational Psychologist

I would like to draw your attention to a reader’s letter I got 
published in the December 2015 issue of The Psychologist 
(p. 952). In my letter I explain that memories of ‘Alien 
Abduction’ experiences can stem from ‘staged’ scenarios 
where ideologically extreme parents use this foil to abuse 
and torture their children. 

I seek contact with other Practicing Psychologists who are 
also eager to dismantle the ‘Discourse of Disbelief’ 
concerning victim disclosures of (extreme) abuse that is 
vocally perpetuated and ‘drip fed’ by vested interests. In 
particular I am concerned about the toxic influence of a 
report (La Fontaine, 1994) commissioned and accepted by 
the Health Minister at the time (Virginia Bottomley) that was 
opposed by 40 senior health service clinicians

The report was widely read as denying the existence of ritual 
abuse. In recent years Colin and Elaine Batley got lengthy 
prison sentences for child abuse in a satanic cult setting 
(victim ‘Annabelle Forest’ wrote an excellent account of her 
ordeal ‘Devil at the Doorstep: My Escape from a Satanic Sex 
Cult’), disgraced ‘The Lost Prophets’ singer Ian Watkins got 
imprisoned for attempted baby rape (seemingly under the 
influence of Satanic ideology) and the Hickmans got jailed 
(again!).

I look forward to hear from any of the 40 health 
professionals who opposed the La Fontaine report, 
professionals who encountered Organised Ritualised Crime 
Abuse Network (ORCAN) activity and anyone who would like 
to enter a dialogue on this topic.
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II Psychology & 
False Memories

Editorial ‘Ethical standards, truths, and lies’ of the Journal of Trauma & Dissociation 25th April 2016: 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/15299732.2016.1114357

Professor Ross E. Cheit ‘Recovered Memory Project’:

http://blogs.brown.edu/recoveredmemory/2015/07/22/loftus-hoffman-report/#more-2082

BPS Publication ‘The Psychologist’ False Memory vs. Complex Trauma URLs and Text (v. 10th May 2016):
https://psychassessmentblog.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/bps-publication-the-psychologist-false-memory-vs-complex-trauma-urls-and-text-v-10th-may-2016.pdf

Appeal Court Judge View on Testimony of Prof Martin Conway:

https://psychassessmentblog.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/prof-martin-conway-appeal-court-judge-views.pdf

Prof Joan La Fontaine - Galileo Galilei or Sigmund Freud: 

https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/satanic-disabuser/94959.article

Advisory Board of the British False Memory Society: 

http://bfms.org.uk/advisory-board/

How reliable is your memory? | Elizabeth Loftus TED Talk:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PB2OegI6wvI

Ralph Underwager - Paidika Interview of a False Memory Foundation ‘Court Expert’:

https://davidshurter.com/?page_id=2894

‘Vampires & Ritual Violence’ E-Letter in ‘The Psychologist’ & BPS Obfuscation of Extreme Abuse:
https://psychassessmentblog.wordpress.com/2016/12/18/vampires-ritual-violence-e-letter-in-the-psychologist-bps-obfuscation-of-extreme-abuse/

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315722744_FALSE_MEMORIES_FALSE_INNOCENCE_BELIEF_SYNDROME_FIBS_AND_MIND_CONTROL

http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/15299732.2016.1114357
http://blogs.brown.edu/recoveredmemory/2015/07/22/loftus-hoffman-report/#more-2082
https://psychassessmentblog.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/bps-publication-the-psychologist-false-memory-vs-complex-trauma-urls-and-text-v-10th-may-2016.pdf
https://psychassessmentblog.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/prof-martin-conway-appeal-court-judge-views.pdf
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/satanic-disabuser/94959.article
http://bfms.org.uk/advisory-board/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PB2OegI6wvI
https://davidshurter.com/?page_id=2894
https://psychassessmentblog.wordpress.com/2016/12/18/vampires-ritual-violence-e-letter-in-the-psychologist-bps-obfuscation-of-extreme-abuse/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/315722744_FALSE_MEMORIES_FALSE_INNOCENCE_BELIEF_SYNDROME_FIBS_AND_MIND_CONTROL
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II Psychology
Ideas?

Positive Developments:

Symposium ‘Trauma, Dissociation & Healing’ 

at the BPS Annual Conference 9th May 2017 

Trauma Training Guidelines Launch at

BPS 1 Day Conference 19th May 2017

Readers Letters challenging the 

Discourse of Disbelief

Christopher Booker articles

Private Eye Article ‘Psychological warfare’

Lara Prendergast in ‘The Spectator’ 

on Child Snatching

https://www.spectator.co.uk/2016/02/why-many-mothers-with-post-natal-depression-now-fear-social-services/
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III Psychiatry  
GMC Complaint

The mother recorded the assessment sessions and provided a transcript to the GMC. Some of the chilling details of the submission:

• The Psychiatrist claimed that submitting repeated applications to get children returned into the mother’s care were evidence for 
a personality disorder.

• The Psychiatrist claimed that the mother remained ‘unsmiling’ when there were according to the transcript 50+(!) occasions of
smiling, laughing, giggling.

• The Psychiatrist claimed that changing frequency of therapy from twice to once per week was evidence for ‘impulsive behaviour’ 
when actually the Psychiatrist on several occasions suggested to make this change in the first place.

• The Psychiatrists offered no valid evidence to support the ‘diagnosis’ proffered – just quotes definitions and states that the 
definition applies.

The GMC is meant to keep the public safe. Here is a key extract of what they said:

‘When considering your concerns we have sought the advice of a medically qualified member of staff and they agree that the issues
raised do not appear to call into question Dr < >’s fitness to practise. The doctor clearly indicated her areas of expertise, 
what it was that she had been asked to answer and the source of the information that she had used. The psychiatric assessment was 
undertaken in a very competent manner, verbatim was collected and noted in the report, proper history was collected and any given 
diagnosis was explained. Whilst we understand that you disagree with the opinion that was reached by the expert, from the 
information before us there is no indication that the clinical care provided was deficient.’

‘Going through the motions’ is enough to keep GMC happy! When the mother complained a more senior officer replied suggesting to 
involve the police (interesting suggestion given that police officers ‘kidnapped’ one of the girls in the first place and imprisoned the 
parents for one night on ‘trumped up charges’).

https://psychassessmentblog.wordpress.com/2016/08/22/psychiatrist-gmc-fitness-to-practice-concern/

https://psychassessmentblog.wordpress.com/2016/08/22/psychiatrist-gmc-fitness-to-practice-concern/
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III Psychiatry  
Nena & Elwood

Dear prime minister, 

My son ____ ________  known to ________ Social services years ... . It has been years of abuse ... Each time I reported , investigation 

closed ______ kept handed over to his abuser took no protection . 

He was 5 year old when he came back from his dad's contact . He came back with diarrhoea bleeding bottom .... 

that day he first time he opened up to me told me what his own dad does to him in bath to his bottom , pipi ... Before when he was 4 I 

noticed changes .. When I used to ask how things, how was weekend with his dad ... He wouldn't tell me nothing , he would say secret 

, it is our secret ..never came to my had it might be sexual abuse . I saw 2 times when he was 4 blood in his pants . 

when I heard what I heard that morning . It was a big shock for me . I couldn't believe what I heard . I asked him why he never told 

me this before . He said dad said secret , if he does tell me , anyone he will lose his mum . I kept the secret mummy because didn't 

want to lose you .. 

years threats and treats changed base on what was ______ wanted and was scared of it . 

I only reported what I heard from my son ( what I heard was very disturbing) - what my son said regarding his sexual, physical, 

emotional abuse, what my witnesses said - ALL IGNORED ! 

On the papers says mum emotionally abused by taking him to medical examinations ( this is unbelievable what am I supposed to do ? 

what would you do if your son comes with bleeding bottom , in stress , tells you what his dad does ...asks me to stop this . 

I done the right  thing by reporting and taking him to gp ( when gp wouldn't want to see us happened few times because how serious 

the case was we went to A&E . It was gp advice too ) 

another thing says on the papers mum has overvalued believe this isn't a mental illness , psychological symptom ! 

telling what I heard when did it become a  "over valued idea " ?  

I complained many times regarding ________ social services and list of social workers . so far my son had 21 sw . 

this is a big number in  child's life . each came in to his life questioned him ... all that was very stressful for my son ! 

when ______ bonded with one we found out we are getting new sw.
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III Psychiatry &
Misconduct 

http://www.psychcrime.org/news/index.php?vd=1439&t=UK+psychiatrist+Anthony+Baker%27s+sordid+past+spurs+call+for+overhaul+of+child+protection+system

http://shill98.rssing.com/chan-58454362/all_p212.html

http://www.psychcrime.org/news/index.php?vd=1439&t=UK+psychiatrist+Anthony+Baker's+sordid+past+spurs+call+for+overhaul+of+child+protection+system
http://shill98.rssing.com/chan-58454362/all_p212.html
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III Psychiatry  
Ideas?

Positive Developments:

Colin Ross

Dan Siegel

Citizens Commission for Human Rights http://www.psychiatric-abuse.org.uk/

http://www.psychiatric-abuse.org.uk/

